If You Liked the Book

Try these titles:
Al Capone Does My Shirts. Moose
Flanagan and his family have just moved to
Alcatraz, the infamous island that is home
to a prison full of criminals. He now has to
fit in at his new school while keeping an
eye on his sister Natalie who is not like
other kids. (FIC CHOLDENKO)
Joey Pigza Swallowed the Key. To the
constant disappointment of his mother
and his teachers, Joey has trouble paying
attention or controlling his mood swings
when his prescription meds wear off and
he starts getting worked up and acting
wired. (FIC GANTOS)
Freak the Mighty. Learning disabled Max
and his new friend Freak, whose birth
defect has affected his body but not his
brilliant mind, find that when they
combine forces they make a powerful
team. (FIC PHILBRICK)
Ida B.—and Her Plans to Maximize Fun,
Avoid Disaster and Possibly Save the
World. Ida B spends happy hours being
home- schooled and playing in her family's
apple orchard, until circumstances force
her parents to sell part of the orchard and
send her to public school. (FIC HANNIGAN)

Schooled. When his hippie grandmother
falls out of a tree and gets hospitalized, 13year-old homeschooled Cap is taken in by a
social worker and sent - like a lamb to
slaughter—to middle school. (FIC KORMAN)

Liar and Spy. Georges adjusts to moving
from a house to an apartment, his
parents’ new jobs, being picked on at
school, and Safer, a boy who wants his
help spying on another resident of their
building. (FIC STEAD)
Warp Speed. Marley Sandelski has always
felt invisible at school when he is not facing
bullies, but a series of unexpected events
gives him a taste of popularity and insights
into some classmates. (FIC YEE)

Rules. Frustrated at life with an autistic
brother, twelve-year-old Catherine longs
for a normal existence but her world is
further complicated by a friendship with
an young paraplegic. (PAPERBACK LORD)

El Deafo. In this funny graphic novel
memoir, author Cece Bell chronicles her
hearing loss at a young age and her
experience with the Phonic Ear, a very
powerful—and very awkward– hearing aid.
(GRAPHIC NOVEL BELL)
Smile. Raina just wants to be a normal sixth
grader. But one night she trips and falls,
severely injuring her two front teeth. What
follows is a long and frustrating journey
with family, friends, boys and dental drama.
(GRAPHIC NOVEL TELGEMEIER)

